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The traveling sales man problem is one of the mostly used real time problem. Many applications involves 

robot arm movement to fi x the nuts in a large production environment, postal van services, shortest path 

fi nding technique in a communication environment can get more benefi cial by implementing the TSP – PSO 

in multithreaded environment.  It is one of the combinatorial problem that comes under NP-Hard problems. 

NP-Hard problems are the problems which can be solved by a nondeterministic turing machine in polynomial 

time, that is,  NP-Problems consumes non-polynomial amount of time. Particle Swarm Algorithm is one type 

of algorithm used to solve traveling salesperson problem which is some what better than genetic algorithms 

in certain parameters. If  the PSO algorithm is applied in multicore processors with multi threading approach 

the overall performance of the system can be improved.
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Introduction

The traveling sales man problem is one of the mostly 

used real ti me problem. Many applicati ons involves 

robot arm movement to fi x the nuts in a large producti on 

environment, postal van services, shortest path fi nding 

technique in a communicati on environment can get 

more benefi cial with this TSP – PSO in multi threaded 

environment.[15] TSP is one of the challenging problem 

in operati onal-research. The descripti on of TSP involves 

a tour of sales person who covers all citi es only once 

of each with a shortest distance travelled and fi nally 

reached to the initi al city. Here the citi es are represented 

by a verti ces of graph and the distance between any 

city is represented by the edge cost. The soluti on is a 

shortest path existed[12].

This paper introduce the PSO algorithm for TSP on 

multi  core processors, we use the proposed algorithm 

for solving the combinatorial problem: TSP, the new 

algorithm shows great effi  ciency in solving TSP. the 

new algorithm is effi  cient than the geneti c algorithm in 

comparing with the TSP[1]

Many real world opti mizati on problems are ti me-

dependent and some of them can be modeled by the 

dynamic TSPs (DTSPs). A DTSP is harder than a general 

TSP, which is a NP-hard problem, because the city 

number and the cost matrix of a DTSP are ti me varying. 

Although DTSP is a very common and important model 

in real world systems, few literatures have discussed this 

related issues. There are many open questi ons about 

DTSP urgently needed to be answered. We fi rst give a 

mathemati cal model and the opti mizati on objecti ve for 

DTSP[4]. Then we discuss why evoluti onary algorithms 

(EAs) are eff ecti ve for solving DTSPs and give some key 

points for designing effi  cient DTSP EAs. By defi ning 

three dynamic operators, we proposed an evoluti onary 

algorithm for DTSPs[5].

The main benefi ts that arise from multi threading are:

•  improved applicati on responsiveness and bett er 

program structure - any program in which many acti viti es 

do not depend upon each other can be redesigned so 

that each acti vity is executed as a thread[10],

•  effi  cient use of multi ple processors - numerical 

algorithms and applicati ons with a high degree of 

parallelism, such as matrix multi plicati on, can run 
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much faster when implemented with threads on a 

multi processor[14]

•  use fewer system resources - the cost of creati ng 

and maintaining threads is much smaller than the cost 

for processes, both in system resources and ti me[13].

A major source of speedup is the parallelizing of 

operati ons. Parallel operati ons can be either within-

processor, such as with pipelining or having several ALUs 

within a processor, or between processosr, in which 

many processors work on diff rent parts of a problem 

in parallel. Our focus here is on between-processor 

operati ons [5].

Comparison of  SIMD and MIMD

In contrast to MIMD systems, processors in SIMD|Single 

Instructi on, Multi ple Data|systems

execute in lockstep. At any given ti me, all processors 

are executi ng the same machine instructi on on diff rent 

data[12].

Some famous SIMD systems in computer history include 

the ILLIAC and Thinking Machines

Corporati on’s CM-1 and CM-2. Also, DSP (\digital signal 

processing”) chips tend to have an

SIMD architecture.

But today the most prominent example of SIMD is that 

of GPUs|graphics processing units. In

additi on to powering your PC’s video cards, GPUs can 

now be used for general-purpose computati on[17].

The architecture is fundamentally shared-memory, but 

the individual processors do execute

in lockstep, SIMD-fashion.

Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Parti cle Swarm Opti mizati on (PSO) algorithm was 

an intelligent technology fi rst presented in 1995 by 

Eberhart and Kennedy, and it was developed under the 

inspirati on of behavior laws of bird fl ocks, fi sh schools 

and human communiti es [5]. If we compare PSO with 

Geneti c Algorithms (GAs), we may fi nd that they are all 

maneuvered on the basis of populati on operated. But 

PSO doesn’t rely on geneti c operators like selecti on 

operators, crossover operators and mutati on operators 

to operate individual, it opti mizes the populati on 

through informati on exchange among individuals[15]. 

PSO achieves its opti mum soluti on by starti ng from a 

group of random soluti on and then searching repeatedly.

Fitness functi on is the only standard of judging whether 

an individual is “good” or not. We take the reciprocal of 

the length of each path as the fi tness functi on. Length 

the shorter, fi tness values the bett er. The fi tness functi on 

is defi ned as following formula:

f(Si)=d(Cn(1),Cn(2)) + d(Cn(2) +Cn(3))+ …….d(Cn(n-

1)+d(Cn(n))+d(Cn(n),Cn(1))

This paper introduce the PSO algorithm for TSP on 

multi  core processors, we use the proposed algorithm 

for solving the combinatorial problem: TSP, the new 

algorithm shows great effi  ciency in solving TSP. the 

new algorithm is effi  cient than the geneti c algorithm in 

comparing with the TSP.

Matrix multiplication as an example for 
multithreaded environment

Matrix multi plicati on is a good example of linear 

multi plicati on where two matrices A of size MXN  and B is 

of size NXP are multi plied and a result of C matrix of size 

MX P is generated.[2] As it needs the ti me complexity of 

O(n3 ) which is very large than compared to any other 

parallel methods . if the multi threading is applied to this 

method then performance will be increases largely as 

certain experiment results shows this case[20] 

Each thread executes the same code which is outlined 

below:

procedure thread;

lock;

while lastrow < M do

my_row := lastrow;

lastrow++;

unlock;

for i:=1 to P do

C(my_row,i) := 0;

for j:=1 to N do

C(my_row,i) := C(my_row,i)+A(my_row,j) . B(j,i);

lock;
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unlock;

  In the same manner TSP-PSO algorithm can be 

implemented in multi  core environment on a 

multi threaded base to improve the performance at 

certain level. If the threads are implemented on a low 

communicati on environment then results many not be 

good, where as if the threads are implemented in amore 

communicati on environment the overall performance 

will be improved for larger values of verti ces(citi es).[7]

wide applicati on in real practi ce such as Path Problem, 

Routi ng Problem and Distributi on Problem, it has 

att racted researchers of various domains to work for its 

bett er soluti ons. Those

traditi onal algorithms such as Cupidity Algorithm, 

Dynamic Programming Algorithm, are all facing the 

same obstacle, which is when the problem scale of lrger 

values of N.[9]

Conclusion

This paper introduces the TSP-PSO in multi threaded 

environment, under certain conditi ons the 

multi threading can improve the performance of given 

algorithms which are running on multi processor 

system. If threads run independently or with very low 

communicati on, speedup is only limited by the number 

of processors. If threads run on a high communicati on 

environment speed will be improved and overall system 

performance can be improved.
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